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away into the pitiless blue, whence rained the stinking
fire.
Smoke swelled up softly from huts along the causeway,
for there was little ground wind in the cup of the hills
which contains Dessye, and the bluegum grows thick in
the green valley bottom. Circling again the planes dropped
bombs, most of which narrowly missed the Crown Prince's
Gibbi and the house of the Dedjazmatch on twin hills to the
south of the town. Heavy bombs aimed at these fell into
the central plain below them, where markets are held
usually but which were then empty.
The Emperor took his machine-gun and rattled away.
His suite, instinctively Ethiopian, surrounded him closely,
and he showed great anger. " Haven't I told you not to
mass ? " he said. " Do you want to make me a target?
Take cover, and let me fire."
Twenty-one high explosives were dropped ranging from
twenty-five to two hundred pounds. About a hundred and
fifty incendiaries. The casualties were very heavy, for the
bombardment was quite unexpected. Fifty-three were
killed, many by burning in their huts, and about two
hundred injured in crowded Dessye. One woman and her
two children were blown to pieces on the causeway. Thirty
amputations were done at the Adventist Mission when they
had collected the scattered instruments again. The people
of Dessye were crazy with fear and rage : as the planes
circled round, the town seethed like a furious hive.
When the planes had gone the cinema men and some
correspondents left their compound in lorries to see the
town. They were met by concentrated rifle fire. Havas
stopped a bullet in the knee. In their desperation the
Ethiopians believed that these were Italians landed from
the planes, come to rob them of their town.
The Emperor left his machine-gun very hot, drafted his
telegram of protest to the League, took his cloak and stick
and visited the hospitals. A plane was set aside to take
the wounded Europeans to Addis. The Belgian censor
was decorated. The radio was ordered to give press matter
first consideration.
Instructions were handed to the chief of Dessye and
telegraphed to Gondar—" Clear the town every day."
I went over the area of the bombardment ten days later.

